and is well-suited to investigate the origin and evolution of WAIS ice streams within the context of the whole ice sheet system.
Introduction
Many types of numerical models have been used to study aspects of West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) flow.
In general, the strategy has been either to maximize resolution and consider one aspect of ice flow (e.g., ice stream margin dynamics [Raymond, 1996] ) or to minimize resolution and simulate the bulk properties of the entire ice sheet system [cf. Fastook and Prentice, 1994; Huybrechts, 1990; Payne, 1995] . Both approaches to WAIS modeling have advanced knowledge of ice sheet behavior, but both are limited, in the scope of their predictive capability or in their ability to incorporate the unique attributes of an ice sheet with ice streams. Thus we sought to design a model which incorporates both modeling strategies.
The new numerical model accounts for many recent insights into the behavior of coupled inland ice sheet, In the inland ice sheet, ice flows over a rigid bed. Stress balance is between the pressure gradient due to surface slope, the "driving stress," and shear stresses between vertical layers, which are maximum near the bed, the "basal shear stress." The ice shelf flows over water, a small-viscosity fluid compared to ice, so basal shear stress is near zero and stress balance is mainly between pressure gradients due to surface slope, which are largest near the seaward ice front, and a combination of horizontal normal stresses and lateral stresses due to flow pas. t bay walls and ice rises. In the ice stream region, basal sediments have very small shear strength and basal water pressure is near the ice-overburden pressure with the consequence that shear stress is near zero and basal resistance to ice flow is small [Engelhardt and . It is thus expected that ice stream stress balance is, in some sense, between that of inland ice and ice shelf ice. Here the driving stress in ice streams is balanced by lateral shearing at ice stream margins, by ice shelf back pressure, and by some form of resistance at the bed.
The stress balance equations for inland ice and for ice shelf ice are similar to those employed by numerous authors [cf. Huybrechts, 1990; MacAyeal, 1989 ]. In the inland ice sheet, expressions for horizontal strain rates are derived using the shallow-ice approximation Illutter, 1983], Glen's flow law for ice [Paterson, 1981] 
where horizontal velocities u and v are in the x and y directions, respectively, z is the vertical coordinate, p represents ice density, g represents the acceleration due to gravity, and the top surface elevation zs is the sum of the ice thickness and the bedrock elevation. E represents the traditional "enhancement factor" used to account for inadequacies in the flow law (always taken as 1 (one) here though in some ice sheet simulations, a value of 3 seems appropriate for Wisconsinan age ice).
A represents the temperature-dependent rate factor for ice deformation by dislocation creep and the flow law exponent n is 3 [Hooke, 1981] . Where inland ice is at the local, pressure-dependent melt temperature at the bed, horizontal velocity (equations ( An ice outflow condition is applied at the seaward edge of the ice shelf, such that whatever ice arrives at the shelf front must flow outward, through it. That is, a fixed shelf front position is specified and calving processes are not described. An additional flux condition is specified at the boundaries between flow regimes. At those boundaries, continuity is maintained by specifying that mass flux must be conserved across the transition line between, for example, inland ice and ice stream ice. Kinematic boundary conditions are also specified at the upper and lower surfaces of the ice sheet. First, the rate of new ice accumulation at the upper surface of the ice sheet may be specified at a fixed value or may be computed using a climate parameterization. Simple parameterizations developed for Antarctica [e.g., Huybrechts and Oerlemans, 1988 Oerlemans, , 1990 ] that emphasize the dependence of accumulation rate on surface temperature cannot reproduce the sensitivity of West Antarctic snow accumulation to local meteorology (e.g., the effect of snow scouring due to katabatic winds blowing downslope, over the ice stream region [Bromwich, 1984] Internal boundaries between bedrock and grounded ice must also be considered, and in some cases, a thermal boundary condition must be applied. The model thermodynamics include a material constraint that ice never warms above its pressure melting temperature.
When warming migrates up from the ice/bed interface into the ice sheet, "polythermal ice," a mixture of ice and water at grain boundaries develops. Such conditions typically occur where shear strain, and thus viscous heating, is large. A numerical treatment of polythermal conditions has been developed by Greve [1995] but is not applied in the present model. Instead, it is assumed that ice reaches the melting temperature only at the ice/bed interface. That assumption is not well-justified, although it is noted that when Greve's polythermal model, which does not treat ice streams explicitly, is used to simulate WAIS ice flow, it predicts polythermal ice primarily in the area of present-day ice streams (R. Greve, personal communication, 1998). An important consideration in model implementation, and perhaps the greatest limitation to the present model, is the length of model time between each calculation, the time step size At. Ideally, At should be as long as possible and should conform to the timescales of change in the variables being computed. For example, ice thickness evolves slowly so it would be efficient to take large time steps between mass balance calculations. In practice, time step size is limited by numerical "noise," node-to-node variation in a quantity that arises due to instability in the model numerics. In the present model the nonlinearity of the ice flow law can cause such instability. One solution to the problem is to select a small At for mass and stress balance calculations. The appropriate At depends on geometry and on ice velocity. In general, At should be small enough so that any particle of ice cannot transit through more than one element in any time step. This prevents sudden changes in thickness at mesh nodes that will be amplified by the nonlinear flow law and will result in node-to-node noise.
Another solution to the problem of numerical noise is to apply some form of artificial damping to small-scale variations in ice thickness. This is a cosmetic technique that smoothes the computed fields but does not affect the underlying cause of the noise. Here, artificial damping is avoided by the selection of a small At. The processes of heat balance operate on much longer timescales than the time step length required for stability in the mass and stress balance calculations (tens to hundreds of years versus hundredths of years). Computing new ice temperatures at every mass and stress balance time step would be inefficient. Asynchronous time steps are used here to facilitate the two different timescales. While the other balance equations are solved at every time step, the heat balance equations are solved less frequently. The best option is to begin from a minimally glaciated state and to allow the ice sheet to "spin up" through a glacial climate cycle toward the present-day using regional climate records. Unfortunately, the quadratic interpolation method used to accurately compute mass flux in the inland ice and the small time step size needed to ensure numerical stability make a climate-cycle spinup computationally impractical for the present model. Thus we use an alternative initialization procedure and assume that the present-day observed ice sheet geometry approximates a steady state. Starting with the observed ice sheet geometry, the model is used iteratively to find a thermal and mass balance steady state for the given domain and boundary conditions. If the assumption of a near-steady state starting point is correct, the fully initialized ice sheet geometry should be similar to the starting geometry. Some details, especially in ice temperature, will be missing because the initialized ice sheet state has no memory of past climate events.
Initial ice surface elevation and thickness and bedrock elevation are interpolated to the node points of the finite element mesh from gridded data from the Scott Polar Research Institute Antarctic glaciologic folio [Drewry, 1983] . The observational data used to construct the folio maps and grids have variable coverage and error so the initialization is also of variable quality. For example, coverage is sparse over northern Marie Byrd Land and some shorter-wavelength features, such as small mountains, may not be represented in the bedrock topography data. Ice sheet surface elevation data are more robust because the surface shape changes over longer distances and in a more predictable way than does the shape of the bedrock surface. The model map projection is polar stereographic with standard parallel 71øS. This is a common projection for Antarctic Ice Sheet models and data maps.
Selection of a domain exterior that corresponds with the ice flow divide for most of its length simplifies the horizontal boundary conditions. Ice flow across the divide is zero so the ice flux boundary condition is zero and no inflow ice temperature is required. Ice inflow is specified for Mulock, Byrd, Nimrod, and Beardmore Glaciers (290, 740, 150, and 330 m yr -1, respectively, from MacAyeal et al., [1996] ), the largest glaciers flowing into the ice sheet from the TAM. Ice thickness is fixed at those inflow boundaries using observed grounding line thickness. Elsewhere along the exterior boundary, ice thickness is allowed to vary according to mass balance, with the condition that surface slope is zero (i.e., it is assumed that the flow divide remains spatially and temporally fixed). 
Several considerations prompt predefinition of the regions in which ice

Model Performance
Model performance is evaluated using the initial, assumed balance velocity and the thermal steady state spin-up results. Limitations inherent in the initialization technique made continuing from the thermal spinup to a full mass balance spin-up impractical. Computed fields, such as ice temperature and velocity, are presented in plan view contour maps and in cross sections that run from the inland ice, through the ice streams, and into the ice shelf. The locations of the sections are shown on a map of the model domain in The development of thick, warm ice zones during the thermal equilibration of the model is an exaggeration of a real process within the WAIS. Curiously, the surface steepening and related ice warming occurs near the present-day ice stream onsets. The steepening must be, in part, a consequence of faster ice discharge downstream of an ice stream onset, but that steepening may also play an important role for the onset, warming ice to the point where basal sliding, and in turn, frictional heating and basal meltwater production, can begin. Once an acceptable initialization method is established, the whole-ice-sheet model will be well-suited to explore ice stream onset processes. 
